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3 Different tests: 

 

Basic test = Ancestry test (Genealogy only) + 30 traits - $99 regular price 

Basic test + Health = Ancestry test (Genealogy) + 60+ Health Reports - $199 regular price 

VIP test = Ancestry + Health + VIP status = $399 regular price 

 

Ancestry/Genealogy Results = under “Ancestry and Traits” pull-down menu.  

 

 
 

Ancestry & Traits Overview = Overview 

Ancestry Composition = Ethnicity Estimate 

DNA Relatives = Your DNA Matches 

All Ancestry Reports = View Traits, Neanderthal, Haplogroups and more  

 

Ancestry Composition 

Summary 

Scientific Details 

FAQ 

Ancestry Timeline = How many generations ago was your most recent ancestor in each 

population?  

How Much of Each Ancestry Did You Inherit from Each Parent?  = Only if both your parents 

have tested with 23andme and are “connected” to you as parents 

Your Connections = Persons that agreed to Share “Ancestry reports” with you 

Your Ancestry Composition Chromosome Painting = Your ethnicity results depicted on your 23 

pair of chromosomes 

Discuss (message boards) 

Consult (hire a consultant)  

 

DNA Relatives 

List of DNA Relatives – default sorted by strength of relationship, but can change default 

Filters to search and sort relatives = can filter by name of match, location, new match, mother, 

father, connections, ancestor’s birthplace (top 20 only), surname (top 20 only), and more 

 



DNA Match page  

Send a message 

Your Genetic Relationship (Editable) 

Share ancestry information (connect) 

Family Tree 

Family Background 

Compare Your Ancestry Composition – only viewable if you are “connected” to the match 

Maternal and Paternal Haplogroup – only viewable if you are “connected” to the match 

Neanderthal Ancestry 

Relatives in Common 

Traits 

 

Friends & Family Pull-Down menu 

 

 
 

Family Tree = 23andme computer generated tree, based on your shared matching and the ages 

of your matches.  Editable by you.  Can add ancestors to the tree, move around/add branches, 

change relationships between matches 

GrandTree = only available if a grandparent/grandchild both test at 23andme 

Advanced DNA Comparison = View your centimorgans and segments shared with each match 

on a chromosome level, view chromosome segment detail 

 

Account Pull-down menu 

 
 

Bell logo = messages from matches 

Profile = edit the profile that matches see 



Settings = adjust privacy, change password, payment info., preferences, 23andme data.  

Help  

Browse Raw data = you can download your raw data file here, in preparation to upload at 

another site 


